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Calibration, Test and
Training Rigs

Hand Torque Tool Calibration Rig

HTL Worldwide manufacture a range of calibration, test and training rigs based upon a proven standard base design with a
bespoke feel. Using the highest standards of design and manufacture with a range of options and safety features they allow
you to calibrate and test a range of bolting equipment as well as training your operators to recognised industry standards.

Hydraulic Torque Tool Calibration Rig
This rig can be provided with a range of transducers to meet specific requirements as follows: 5000 ft.lb (6779Nm), 25000
ft.lb (33895Nm) and 50000 ft.lb (67790Nm). Pump pressure and tool output are recorded on a 10” 10000 psi gauge and a
digital T box readout cleverly incorporated into the design. Transducers have either 1.1/2” (5000) or 2.1/2” (25000 & 50000)
square drives and a range of square drive adapters are available to cover a desired range of tools. For low clearance tools
ranges of both metric and imperial hex adapters can also be purchased as optional extras. The rig comes with a useful
storage shelf for the adapters and a neat cupboard to house the power pack. Safety interlocks ensure the protective gas
strut assisted Perspex lid cannot be opened during operation. Finished in a durable blue powder coating the rig has floor
mounting feet with lockable casters as an optional extra.
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Gauge Calibration Rig
This cabinet enclosed rig allows the user to pressure test pneumatic gauges up to 300psi and hydraulic gauges up to
40000psi. Housed in a durable blue powder coated body with Perspex interlocked safety cover the rig includes a digital
readout and dedicated hand pump for accurate interval calibration if required.

Tensioner Test Rig
Housed in the same base as the Torque Tool Calibration Unit the Tensioner Test Rig allows the user to pressure test bolt
tensioners to ensure their integrity. The same durable blue powder coated finish and safety interlocks are included. The unit
can be enhanced to give tensioner load readings by adding 80t and/or 400t load cells complete with digital read out. Full or
partial sets of metric and/or imperial studs are available as an optional extra.

Hose Test Rig
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This simple but effective stand alone or bench mounted rig allows you to quickly and accurately calibrate hand torque
wrenches up to 1106 ft.lb (1500Nm). Complete with durable blue powder coated framework and digital readout.
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This cabinet enclosed rig allows the user to pressure test single and twin line hydraulic hoses up to 40000psi. Housed in a
durable blue powder coated body with Perspex interlocked safety cover the rig includes a gauge and dedicated hand pump.

Training Rig
This rig is designed and built to ECITB specifications and has a range of flanges mounted upon it to allow training in the use
of hand torque wrenches, hydraulic torque wrenches and bolt tensioners. Finished in a durable blue powder coating the unit
has lifting points and fork truck shoes to enable it to be moved and shipped to various locations if required.

WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURERS OF CONTROLLED BOLTING EQUIPMENT
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